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3. From Fig. 29 the continuous tractive effort of the locomotive
is found to be 15,000 Ib. and the corresponding speed, 17.4 m.p.h.
The tractive force necessary to haul the locomotive at 17.4
m.p.h. is
W^fr + g) = 100(6.25 + Ko X 20)
= 1,025 Ib.
The drawbar pull,
D.B.P. = 15,000 - 1025 = -13,975 Ib.
The tractive force necessary to haul 1 ton of the trailing load is
r = f + g = 3.9 + %<, X 20 = 7.9 Ib.
13975
7.9
1769
— 1769 = number tons trailing load.
= 29 (approximately) = number of cars.
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 4. In a similar manner the number of trailing tons of empty
cars will be found to be 1065 and the number of empty cars 71.
Under adverse rail conditions 'the coefficient of adhesion
would be less than 25 per cent, and the values obtained in (1)
and (2) would have to be decreased proportionately.
It is evident from the above results that the loaded car tonnage
rating of this locomotive for the given section of track is seri-
ously limited by the ruling grade. Also, it is interesting to note
that this locomotive can start on the ruling grade nearly as
many empty cars as it can haul continuously at 17.4 m.p.h.
Since the motor current during the accelerating period is far
above the continuous current rating of the motors, it is usually
necessary to check the motor heating for the run over a given
section. A method of checking the motor heating will be
explained under the heading of Speed, Distance, Current, and
Power Time Curves.
Determination of the Locomotive Capacity Required for a
Given Train.—This problem is the reverse of the preceding one,
and while ordinarily not as common, under present conditions of
heavy electric traction where electric locomotives are re-
quired to haul over certain sections of road trains that are
hauled over other sections by steam locomotives, it is a problem
that the railway engineer is often called upon to solve.
With track and train conditions known, the drawbar pull and
drawbar horse power necessary to haul the train ov^er the road

